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Let P be a positive-recurrent, stochastically monotone, stochastic matrix on the positive integers, 
with stationary vector x. Let (,,,p be an (n x n) stochastic matrix where ,,,,~~t,,,P, and (,,,P is 
* the (n x n) northwest corner truncation of P, and suppose (,,)rr is any stationary vector of (,,,R 
We show that (,,)sT+ rr elementwise as n + ~0. One corollary is the convergence to ‘IT of quasi- 
stationary distributions of the (.,F’. Another is that the conditions on P itself can be relaxed to 
domination of P by a positive-recurrent, stochastically monotone matrix R. 
stochastically monotone * truncations * quasi-stationary 
1. Introduction 
Let P={p@}, i,jeN={1,2 ,... } (th e set of all positive integers) throughout this 
paper be a stochastic matrix (i.e. P 2 0, Pl = 1) which is irreducible and positive- 
recurrent. The positive-recurrence implies the existence of a stationary probability 
vector TZ = {ni}, i E N (i.e. ‘IT 3 0, ~‘1 = 1) satisfying dP = d. Such a vector is 
unique, and its elements are strictly positive. (See Feller [2], Seneta [8] for the 
background theory and terminology.) 
Denote by (“)P the (n x n) northwest corner truncation of P (since P is irreducible 
(,,,P has at least one row sum strictly less than unity), and let (,,P be an (n x n) 
stochastrc matrrx such that (,,,P - (“I _ > P elementwise . cn,p, being a finite stochastic 
matrix, has at least one essential (hence positive-recurrent) class of indices, and 
hence has at least one stationary probability vector, some of whose elements may 
be zero; denote any one such vector by (“)m. It was proved in Seneta [7, esp. 0 41, 
that if the sequence {C,,,m} is tight, then, as n + ~0, 
(ll)T + ?r (1.1) 
elementwise (which is equivalent to convergence in distribution and in I, norm). 
Thus tightness is necessary and sufficient for the convergence in (1.1). 
Our main result in the present paper is to establish such tightness of {(,,)?T} when 
P satisfies the further, frequently encountered, condition of stochastic monotonicity 
(Daley [ 11, Siegmund [lo], Keilson and Kester [4]). This condition depends on the 
existence of an auspicious labelling of states. The following paragraph alludes to 
the more general situation where stochastic monotonicity is not required. 
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We say that (,,,p is formed by linear augmentation of (,,P if 
_ 
(I1,P=,,,P+(,“,I -(“,P)(,,l& (1.2) 
where (n)~ is a probability n-vector, (,,) I is the (n x n) unit matrix, and (,,l is the 
(n x 1) vector of 1’s. It is known (Seneta [7, S]) that such (,,,p has a single essential 
class, and hence a unique stationary vector, (,,) 7r. The interrelation of linear aug- 
mentation and (1.1) for not necessarily stochastically monotone P is discussed 
extensively in Gibson and Seneta [3] following on from Seneta [7] and Wolf [ll]. 
In particular, if C,,,p is formed from (“)P by augmenting a specific fixed column for 
all large n, (1 .l) obtains. 
In the sequel we shall show that in the setting of stochastic monotonicity, for a 
given n, the best approximation (“)m to rr in (1.1) is obtained by forming stochastic 
(“)P from (,,P by linear augmentation, specifically, that linear augmentation where 
only the last column of (,,)P is increased. 
Further, suppose (,,P has a quasi-stationary distribution for any n large enough: 
viz. a probability vector (,,)D such that Cnju’CnjP = Cn+Cnj~’ for some (,,)P, 0~ (,,)P < 1. 
It is easily checked (Keilson and Ramaswamy [S]; Seneta [9]) that Cnju’ is the 
(unique) stationary distribution of the special linear augmentation 
(n)P = (,,P-c ((,,I -(“,P),,,l,,,u’. 
Hence by our general result (1.1) on arbitrary augmentation, for stochastically 
monotone P it follows that 
This last result parallels continuous-time results on convergence of quasi-stationary 
distributions for stochastically monotone processes of Keilson and Ramaswamy [5] 
(for birth-death processes) and Pollak and Siegmund [6] in general. The general 
problem of convergence of quasi-stationary distributions for Markov chains is 
discussed in Seneta [8, Section 7.31. 
2. Stochastic ordering and monotonicity 
In the sequel let J be either N or a fixed finite set {1,2,. . . , d}. 
Definition 1. Let (L = {aj} and p = {/3,} be probability vectors on J. We say (I is 
stochastically less than p and write (Y < p if for all i E J 
C aj s C Pj ( or, equivalently, 2 ‘Yj a 
jzi jai jri 
C B,). 
jsi 
Definition 2. Let A = {av}, i, j E J and B = {b,}, i, j E J be stochastic matrices. We 
say A is stochastically less than B, and write A < B if, for all i E J, 
{aijlj,, < ib,}jeJ. 
Definition 3. A stochastic matrix A = {ati}, i, j E J is called stochastically monotone 
if 
{%jl,t, < { aij}ja, whenever h < i, h, i E J. 
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Lemma 1. If A and B are stochastic matrices on J, with A -C B, and either A or B is 
stochastically monotone, then 
AkiBk, kEN. 
Proof. Direct consequence of Daley [l, Theorem 21. In the case that J is finite an 
elegant matrix treatment is possible (Keilson and Kester [4, Section l]), and this 
can be extended to cover the case J = N also. Cl 
Let us now suppose the assumptions of Lemma 1 are satisfied, and, further, that 
both A and B have a unique stationary distribution vector, 12, and nzTg respectively. 
(That is, A and B each have a single positive-recurrent class.) The assumptions of 
Lemma 1 continue to be satisfied with A= ;(I + A) and l? = ;(I + B) which have 
the same stationary distributions as A and B, whereas the single positive-recurrent 
class of each of A and B is aperiodic. (In fact, according to Daley [l], Theorem 5, 
this is already true for whichever of A and B is stochastically monotone.) If we in 
fact assume that Bk+ ln; as k+ ~0, and consider the limiting behaviour of Xk it 
follows that 
The argument can be extended to the situation where B continues to have a 
unique stationary distribution vector mB and Bk + lo&, but A may have r> 1 
positive-recurrent classes. Suppose then ~2, i = 1, . . . , r is that stationary distribution 
of A with positive entries corresponding only to the i-th positive-recurrent class. 
Then clearly, considering the limiting behaviour of Ak, 
Tr; -C mTg, i=l,...,r, 
and since any stationary distribution 7rA of A is of the form mA = Cl=, pin:, for 
some probability distribution {pi}, i = 1, _ . _ , r, it follows that 
ar* 4 97g. (2.1) 
In the sequel, B will always be either a positive-recurrent matrix, or a stochastic 
matrix with a single essential class which is finite, together with indices from which 
absorption into the essential class is certain, so the above conditions on it are 
satisfied; and it will always be stochastically monotone in the context of Lemma 1. 
3. Basic results 
Returning to the setting of Section 1, for stochastic positive-recurrent P, assume 
P is stochasticaily monotone, and (,,)F> (,,P is any (n x n) stochastic augmentation 
of (,,,I? Let (,,)Q be the linear augmentation (1.2) formed by augmenting the last 
column of (,,P (i.e. by taking (,,)a’= (O,O,. . . , 0, 1)). Then, as noted for linear 
augmentation in general, (“) Q has a single essential class, with consequent unique 
stationary probability vector, CnI V. Further since P is stochastically monotone, so is 
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(,,)Q, and Cn)p<CnjQ. Hence if (“)m is any stationary probability vector of ,,,,F, by 
the discussion of Section 2 
Let us now extend the definitions of ,,,P = {(,,&}, i, j = 1, . . . , n, to a stochastic 
matrix on N by putting 
(n)jil= 19 i>n 
(,,I& = 0, for elements not already defined, 
and the definition of (,,,Q = {CnjqU} to N by putting 
(n)% = Plj, i>n, j=l,..., n-l, 
= ,<” Pik 9 i > n, j = n, 
=o for elements not already defined. 
The stationary probability vectors (,,)m, (“) v are extended to N by making their 
entries beyond the n-th zero. Then we have 
J%~Q-++I~Q 
and 
with (“,Q, Cn+ljQ and P all stochastically monotone. Thus by Lemma 1 and the 
succeeding discussion 
(n)m -C (,)rJ -C (n+I)V -C 97. (3.1) 
From the relation (,,)n -C m we have that the sequence {C,j7c} is tight, as required. 
Additionally, from (3.1), 
(3.2) 
for each j, so in this sense (,,)v is at least as good an approximation to rr as any 
(,,)m. The preceding discussion may be summarized as follows. 
Theorem 1. Suppose Pispositive-recurrent and stochastically monotone, and (,)P 2 (,,P 
is any (n x n) stochastic augmentation of (“)P, with (“In any stationary probability 
_ 
vector of (“$? Let the stochastic matrix (,,,Q be formed from (,,)P by augmentation of 
the n-th column, and let (,,)v be the corresponding unique stationary probability vector. 
i’hen (,,,m + ?r elementwise and (3.2) obtains, where m is the unique stationaryprobabil- 
ity vector of P. 
0211 
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Notrce that smce (nj n = {(n,n-i} -+ m = {rri}, in particular (,,)n, -+ n, > 0; hence for 
sufficiently large n, (“) 17 must have a single essential class (namely, that containing 
the index l), since (,,)?T can be taken as any stationary distribution of (“#. This 
observation has practical implication in the numerical calculation of (,,)m, which is 
thus, for sufficiently large n, unique. 
4. A generalization 
Suppose P is a stochastic matrix on N whose indices from a single essential class 
(i.e. P is irreducible), and let R be a stochastic positive-recurrent stochastically 
monotone matrix on N, with stationary probability vector nR. 
Suppose P-CR. Then using Lemma 1, P is positive-recurrent, and hence has a 
stationary probability vector 7~. If (,,$ relates to P as before, and (“)n has its 
previous meaning, then 
and hence 
Hence the sequence 
1 , (“I”+ 3rTT. 
{(,)rr} is tight, and hence by the result mentioned in Section 
5. Two queueing examples 
Wolf [ 11, Section 61, considers two examples of positive-recurrent P from the 
theory of queues where he proves using a general theorem on Foster’s condition 
that 4 special augmentations of (,,,P to form a stochastic (,,)p such that (,,Pz (,,P 
each yield (“)rr+ rr. By noticing that both Wolf’s examples are stochastically 
monotone, we obtain our rather more general conclusion. We do not reproduce the 
examples here for reasons of space. 
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